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Abstract

A result due to Burago and Zalgaller states that every orientable polyhedral
surface, one that is obtained by gluing Euclidean polygons, has an isometric piecewise
linear (PL) embedding into Euclidean space E3. A flat torus, resulting from the
identification of the opposite sides of a Euclidean parallelogram, is a simple example
of polyhedral surface. In a first part, we adapt the proof of Burago and Zalgaller,
which is partially constructive, to produce PL isometric embeddings of flat tori. In
practice, the resulting embeddings have a huge number of vertices, moreover distinct
for every flat torus. In a second part, based on another construction of Zalgaller
and on recent works by Arnoux et al., we exhibit a universal triangulation with
5974 triangles which can be embedded linearly on each triangle in order to realize
the metric of any flat torus.

1 Introduction
A celebrated theorem of Nash [Nas54] completed by Kuiper [Kui55] implies that every
smooth Riemannian orientable surface has a C1 isometric embedding in the Euclidean
3-space E3. As a consequence one can represent and visualize faithfully in E3 the geometry
of any abstract orientable Riemannian surface. An analogous result, due to Burago and
Zalgaller [BZ95], states that every orientable polyhedral surface, obtained by abstractly
gluing Euclidean polygons, has an isometric piecewise linear (PL) embedding in E3. In
particular, this provides PL isometric embeddings for every flat torus, the result of the
identification of the opposite sides of a Euclidean parallelogram. However, the proof of
Burago and Zalgaller is partially constructive, relying on the subdivision of the polyhedral
surface into an acute triangulation and on the Nash-Kuiper theorem itself, which is a
priori far from constructive. The singular vertices of the polyhedral surface (where the
angles at the incident polygons do not sum up to 2π) moreover deserve special treatments
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MINMAX (ANR-19-CE40-0014) and the LabEx PERSYVAL-Lab (ANR-11-LABX-0025-01) funded by
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with several constants that are rather hard to estimate. In the case of flat tori, all these
difficulties can be circumvented. In particular, a flat torus has no singular vertex. Using
a simple construction of acute triangulations together with the conformal embeddings
of Hopf-Pinkall [Pin85, Ban88], we were able to compute PL isometric embeddings of
various flat tori, including the square and the hexagonal tori.

In practice, the construction of Burago and Zalgaller, even including our simplifications
for flat tori, produces PL embeddings with a huge number of vertices: more than 170,000
for the square torus and more than 7 millions for the hexagonal torus. Most importantly,
the underlying triangulations of the resulting PL embeddings depends on the geometry
(or modulus) of the flat tori and are pairwise non-isomorphic. Apart from the construction
of Burago and Zalgaller, describing explicit PL embeddings of specific flat tori does not
seem a simple task. As an illustrating example, it was only very recently that an explicit
PL embedding of the square flat torus appeared in the literature [Qui20].

We say that a triangulation of the topological torus is universal if, for any flat torus,
it admits a geometric realization in E3 that is isometric to this flat torus. It is not clear
that such a universal triangulation should exist as the moduli space of flat tori is not
compact. In particular, there is no reason why any of the triangulations obtained from
the method of Burago and Zalgaller would be universal. Our main result is the rather
surprising existence of a universal triangulation with the description of such a triangulation
of reasonable size.

Theorem 1. There exists an abstract triangulation T of the torus with 5974 triangles
that admits for each flat torus (in the moduli space) an embedding in E3 which is linear
on each triangle of T , and which is isometric to this flat torus.

2 Background and definitions
Polyhedral surfaces A polyhedral surface is a compact topological surface obtained
from a finite collection of polygonal regions in the Euclidean plane by gluing their sides
according to a partial oriented pairing. This pairing should be such that each side is paired
at most once and two sides in a pair should have the same length. The pair orientation
specifies one of the two isometries between its sides. Note that two sides of a same polygon
may well be glued together. The resulting surface is closed, i.e., without boundary, when
each side appears in one pair, i.e., when the pairing is complete. Since every polygon
can be triangulated, one can replace the polygons by triangles in this definition. The
collection of triangles together with their gluing determine a triangulation of the surface.
This triangulation is simplicial when there is no loop edge or parallel edges, i.e., when
no triangle side has its endpoints identified by the gluing and when any two triangle sides
share a connected or empty subset after the gluing. By an abstract triangulation of a
polyhedral surface, we mean a simplicial complex that is isomorphic to some triangulation
of the polyhedral surface.

Polyhedral metric The gluing of Euclidean polygons induces a length metric on
the resulting polyhedral surface: the distance between any two points is the infimum of
the lengths of the paths connecting the two points. Here, we consider paths that are
finite concatenations of subpaths contained in a single polygon and the length of a path
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is the sum of the Euclidean length of these subpaths. There is an intrinsic definition
of polyhedral surfaces that does not assume any specific decomposition into polygons.
Formally, a polyhedral metric on a topological surface is a metric such that every point
has a neighborhood isometric to a neighborhood of the apex of a Euclidean cone, where
we ask that the isometry sends the considered point to the apex of the cone. In turn, a
(2-dimensional) Euclidean cone is defined by coning from the origin a rectifiable simple
(non self-intersecting) curve lying on the unit sphere in E3. The length of this curve is the
total angle of the cone. A point whose conic neighborhood has total angle different from
2π is called a singular vertex. Note that in any triangulation of a polyhedral surface by
Euclidean triangles the singular vertices must be vertices of the triangles.

Piecewise linear maps and isometries Let S be a polyhedral surface. A map
f : S → E3 is said piecewise linear (PL) if S admits a triangulation such that the
restriction of f to any triangle is linear, i.e., it preserves barycentric coordinates. Once
a triangulation of S is given, the image of its vertices in E3 determines a unique linear
map on this triangulation by extending linearly to the images of triangles.

f is piecewise distance preserving if S admits a triangulation such that the
restriction of f to any triangle is distance preserving, i.e., |f(x)− f(y)| = dS(x, y) for any
x, y in a same triangle. Here, | · | is the Euclidean norm and dS is the polyhedral metric on
S. In particular, the piecewise distance preserving map f must be length preserving: if
γ : [a, b]→ S is a rectifiable path, then γ and its image f ◦ γ have the same length. The
map f is an embedding if it induces a homeomorphism onto its image f(S) endowed
with the restriction of the topology of E3. In that case, f(S) is naturally equipped with a
length metric induced by the Euclidean metric of E3 so that the length of a path in f(S)
is its Euclidean length as a path in E3.

A length preserving embedding is the same as an isometry between S and f(S),
where each surface is endowed with its own length metric, respectively polyhedral and
induced by the Euclidean metric. Thus, a piecewise distance preserving embedding is
the same as a PL isometric embedding. A map f : S → E3 is said contracting, or
short, if there is a constant C < 1 such that |f(x)− f(y)| ≤ CdS(x, y) for all x, y ∈ S.
Remark 1. If S is orientable, then it admits a short embedding into E3; simply embed
S into E3 as your favorite surface model with the same genus as S and compose with a
scaling of sufficiently small ratio to contract all distances. The model can be polyhedral
or of any desired regularity.

Flat tori A flat torus is a polyhedral surface obtained from a Euclidean parallelogram
by pairing its opposite sides. We usually consider flat tori up to re-scaling since multiplying
all the distances by the same constant does not modify the essential geometric properties
of the torus. This amounts to consider that similar parallelograms lead to the same flat
torus. If (e1, e2) is the canonical basis of the Euclidean plane, we can thus assume that the
two sides of the parallelogram are respectively e1 and τ for some vector τ = τ1e1 + τie2,
with τi > 0. Identifying the real plane with the complex line, we conclude that a flat torus
is determined by its modulus τ = τ1 + iτi.

Rather than gluing the sides of a parallelogram, one can equivalently obtained the
same flat torus by quotienting the Euclidean plane E2 by the rank 2 lattice Zτ + Ze1
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acting by translations. The same lattice is generated by the vectors (aτ + b, cτ + d), where(
a b
c d

)
∈ SL2(Z) is an integer matrix with determinant 1. After applying the adequate

similarity, this lattice corresponds to the modulus (aτ + b)/(cτ + d), where τ is again
viewed as a complex number. In fact, the set of flat tori is in one-to-one correspondence
with the quotient H2/SL2(Z), where H2 denotes the upper half-plane (the set of moduli)
and SL2(Z) acts as above. Every flat torus has a modulus in the fundamental domain of
this quotient as shown in Figure 1.

0 1

H2

e2ip/3 eip/3
i

Figure 1: A point (in red) in a fundamental domain of the moduli space of tori (in light
grey) with the corresponding parallelogram. Note that the boundary of the domain should
be identified adequately to represent this moduli space faithfully, leading to a non-compact
orbifold.

3 The construction of Burago and Zalgaller
We first recall the result of Burago and Zalgaller for embedded surfaces.

Theorem 2 (Burago and Zalgaller [BZ95]). Every short C2 embedding in E3 of a polyhedral
surface can be approximated by a PL isometric embedding.

Here, the approximation by a PL isometric map means that for any ε > 0 there
is such a map moving the points of the short C2-embedding1 by a distance less than
ε. By Remark 1 this implies that every orientable polyhedral surface has an isometric
PL embedding in 3-space. Before we give a sketch of the proof, we describe the basic
construction of Burago and Zalgaller, which is a specialization of Theorem 2 to the case
of a single triangle.

1As a topological surface, a polyhedral surface admits a unique smooth structure compatible with the
Euclidean structure at the non-singular point. We can thus speak of a C2 embedding of the surface.
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3.1 Embedding a triangle
We recall that a triangle is acute if its three internal angles are less than π/2. If t
is a triangle in E3 and ~n is a vector normal to t, then the prism above t is the set
{p+ λ~n | p ∈ t, λ ≥ 0} and the three infinite faces of this prism are its walls.

Lemma 3 ([BZ95]). Let T = A1A2A3 and t = a1a2a3 be (Euclidean) triangles in E3 such
that

(i) T and t are acute,

(ii) |aiaj| < |AiAj| for i, j = 1, 2, 3; i 6= j,

(iii) the distance of the circumcenter ω of t to each side aiaj is smaller than the distance
of the circumcenter Ω of T to the corresponding side AiAj.

Denote by mij the point in the wall above aiaj at equal distance from ai and aj. Then, T
has a PL isometric embedding in the prism above t (with respect to one of the two possible
normal directions) with the boundary condition that each side AiAj is sent to the broken
line aimijaj.

This Lemma (see Figure 2) easily implies that T has a PL isometric embedding

m12

a1

a2

a3
t

Figure 2: The prism above t.

arbitrarily close to t. Indeed, by subdividing T and t uniformly as in Figure 3 we get
similar triangles of smaller size to which we can individually apply Lemma 3. Thanks to
the boundary condition in the lemma, the individual constructions fit together to form an
isometric embedding of T . The constructions for the smaller triangles being homothetic
to the construction for the original triangles, we get closer and closer to t as we refine the
uniform subdivisions.

The triangles T and t being acute, they contain their circumcenters Ω and ω in their
interior. We let ~n be a unit vector normal to t and we let ω′ be the point vertically above ω
such that |a1ω

′| = |A1Ω|. Refer to Figure 4 for an illustration. Note that ω′ is well-defined
since by the assumptions (ii) and (iii) the circumradius |A1Ω| of T is larger than the
circumradius |a1ω| of t. For completeness, we recall the proof of Lemma 3. Triangle T
is first subdivided into three subtriangles ΩAiAj. The goal is to fold each ΩAiAj above
ωaiaj with the boundary condition for AiAj as in the lemma and so that the boundary
edges ΩAi, ΩAj are sent respectively to the segments ω′ai and ω′aj. To this end, we first
fold ΩA1A2 along its altitude from Ω and place the resulting two-winged shape above t
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Figure 3: Uniform subdivision of a triangle. The vertices of the subdivision have barycentric
coordinates (i/n, j/n, k/n) for i, j, k ∈ N and i+ j + k = n for some fixed n.

m12

a1

a2

a3
t

A2

A1

T

A3W

w

w'

Figure 4: The subtriangle ΩA1A2 is folded above t.

so that the side A1A2 is folded onto the broken line a1m12a2. We next consider a plane
Π1 in the pencil generated by a1a2 to reflect the part of the two-winged shape lying to
the right of that plane. See Figure 5. Another plane Π2 in the same pencil is then chosen

a1

a2

a3
t

w'

P1

P2

w'w' w'

a b c d

Figure 5: a, the reflection plane Π1. b, after reflection in Π1, and the plane Π2. c,
reflection in Π2. d, after an even number of reflections the point Ω is sent to ω′.

to reflect part of the already reflected part. Choosing Π1 and Π2 appropriately, it is not
hard to see that after an even number of such reflections the point Ω in ΩA1A2 will be
sent to ω′. We finally apply the same construction to the two other subtriangles ΩA2A3
and ΩA3A1 and paste them to form a folding of T above t as desired.

Note 4. This folding of T admits some flexibility. In particular, the boundary conditions
can be modified so that each boundary wedge aimijaj is tilted around the axis aiaj. This
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modification is needed in order to paste the constructions above two adjacent triangles that
are non coplanar as illustrated on Figure 6.

Figure 6: Pasting two foldings of large triangles sharing an edge above smaller triangles
that are non coplanar.

3.2 Embedding arbitrary polyhedral surfaces
Denote by f : S → E3 the short C2 map in Theorem 2. Let U be a union of small
polygonal disks centered at each singular vertex of S. The strategy for the proof of Burago
and Zalgaller is the following.

(a) Compute an acute triangulation of S \ U , where each triangle is acute.

(b) Compute an approximation f1 of f that is almost conformal on S \U and short over
S. Here, almost conformal means that f almost preserves angles, or more formally
that its coefficient of quasi-conformality, or dilatation [FM12, Section 11.1.2], is
close to one.

(c) Refine the acute triangulation of S \ U uniformly to obtain an acute triangulation
T with small triangles. The meaning of small depends on the geometric properties
of f1 and on the flexibility in Note 4.

(d) Replace f1 by its PL approximation F mapping linearly each triangle T = A1A2A3
of T to the triangle F (T ) := f1(A1)f1(A2)f1(A3) in E3.

(e) Apply the construction in Section 3.1 to every pair (T, F (T )), using the tilted version
in Note 4 in order to paste the constructions of adjacent triangles.

(f) Fill the gaps corresponding to U with specific constructions to deal with singularities
as described in [BZ95], depending on whether the conical angle of a singularity is
smaller or larger than 2π.

We comment on the above steps, referring to the original paper [BZ95] for more details.
Computing an acute triangulation as required in Step (a) is a non-trivial task. If S is
obtained from a gluing of Euclidean triangles it was shown how to compute an acute
refinement [BZ60, Zam13] of reasonable size. Step (b) is the most challenging and relies
on the Nash-Kuiper theorem [Nas54, Kui55]. The idea is to apply this theorem in order
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to approximate f by an almost isometric map with respect to a metric homothetic to
the metric on S, but slightly smaller. This provides the map f1 that is at the same
time short and almost conformal. This almost conformality combined with the uniform
subdivision in Step (c) implies that any triangle T of T is sent by the PL approximation
F of Step (d) to an almost similar triangle F (T ). Since f1 and its PL approximation
are short, this in turn implies that the pair (T, F (T )) satisfies Conditions (i),(ii) and
(iii) in Lemma 3. Moreover, the fact that the triangles in T are small together with the
smoothness of f1 ensure that F maps adjacent triangles to almost coplanar triangles. We
can thus apply the basic construction of Lemma 3 and its tilted version as in Note 4 to
perform Step (e). This eventually lead to a PL isometric embedding of S \ U . It remains
to embed appropriately the neighborhood of the singular vertices as required by Step (f)
to complete the PL isometric embedding of S.

4 Embedding flat tori
Step (b) in the proof of Burago and Zalgaller is highly non constructive, and to our
knowledge no explicit PL isometric embedding of a closed surface according to their
method was known up to date. It appears that the steps of their construction can be
greatly simplified in the case of flat tori. Thanks to these simplifications we were able to
visualize PL isometric embeddings of various flat tori in E3.

We first observe that there is no need for Step (f) since a flat torus has no singular
vertex: the angles at the four corners of its defining parallelogram add up to 2π, showing
that the only vertex after the side gluing is non singular. In particular, one should set
U = ∅ in all the steps.

4.1 Acute triangulation of flat tori
Itoha and Yuan [iIY09] have shown that every flat torus can be triangulated into at most
16 acute triangles. However, since we need a fine triangulation as in Step (c) with a good
control on the acuteness, we use the following triangulation, which is conceptually simpler.
Let τ be the modulus of the flat torus Tτ := E2/(Zτ+Ze1) (we abusively identify the plane
with the complex numbers). We consider the equilateral triangular lattice generated by
eiπ/3/n and 1/n for some positive integer n. This lattice comes with a regular triangulation
Te by equilateral triangles. Let pa,b = aeiπ/3/n + b/n, with a, b ∈ Z, be a point in this
lattice that is closest to τ . In particular, |τ − pa,b| ≤ (n

√
3)−1. We deform Te by a linear

transformation ` defined by 1 7→ 1 and pa,b 7→ τ . By the previous inequality and for n
large enough, ` is close to the identity. The triangles in `(Te) are thus close to equilateral.
Now, the lattice Zτ +Ze1 leaves `(Te) invariant, so that `(Te)/(Zτ +Ze1) is a well defined
triangulation of Tτ by almost equilateral triangles. See Figure 7.

4.2 Conformal embedding of flat tori
Theorem 2 requires an initial short C2 embedding, further approximated in Step (b) by
an almost conformal map. In the case of flat tori we can directly provide a short conformal
embedding.
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t

1

t

1

Figure 7: The equilateral triangular lattice (here with n = 4) is deformed to fit the lattice
of Tτ .

The case of rectangular tori For conciseness we identify R3 with C × R. First
observe that the standard embedding of the square torus as a torus of revolution, f : T1 →
E3, (u, v) 7→

(
(R + r cos(2πu))ei2πv, r sin(2πu)

)
, is never conformal as the ratio of the

lengths of the partial derivatives is non-constant. The partial derivatives are nonetheless
orthogonal and when the torus is rectangular, i.e., when τ = iτi is pure imaginary, there
are conformal maps of the form fiτi : Tiτi → E3, (u, v) 7→ f(α(u), v/τi) for some 1-periodic
function α. Indeed, when α satisfies the differential equation τiα

′ = cos(2πα) + R
r
, one

easily check that the partial derivatives of fiτi with respect to u and v have the same
norm (and are orthogonal). This differential equation solves to

α(u) = 1
π

arctan
√R + r

R− r
tan

(√
R2 − r2

τir
πu

) with R

r
=
√
τ 2
i k

2 + 1

for some integer k. In practice, we have chosen k = r = 1, leading to the conformal map:

fiτi(u, v) =
((√

τ 2
i + 1 + cos (2πα (u))

)
ei2πv/τi , sin (2πα (u))

)

with α(u) = 1
π

arctan
(√√

τ2
i +1+1√
τ2
i +1−1

tan (πu)
)

. It remains to compose fiτi with a contracting

homothety to get a short conformal embedding of Tiτi . See Figure 8 for an example.

Figure 8: Left, the fundamental domain of the rectangular torus T2i is chosen to be
aligned with an almost equilateral tiling as in Section 4.1. Beware that the identification
of the horizontal sides includes a non-integral translation. Right, PL approximation of
the conformal embedding f2i.
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The general case In order to embed non rectangular tori conformally we rely on the
Hopf tori developed by Pinkall [Pin85]. These are based on the Hopf fibration

p : S3 → S2, (x, y, z, t) 7→ (2xz + 2yt, 2xt− 2yz, x2 + y2 − z2 − t2),

a standard projection of the 3-sphere S3 onto the 2-sphere S2 whose fibers (the sets p−1(s)
for s ∈ S2) are circles. Pinkall proves that if γ is a simple closed curve on S2, then p−1(γ)
is a flat torus isometric to Tτ with τ = (A+ iL)/(4π), where L is the length of γ and A
is the oriented area delimited by γ on S2, choosing the side of γ so that A ∈ [−2π, 2π).
Since this torus lies in S3 ⊂ E4, it remains to apply a stereographic projection, say from
the South pole (0, 0, 0,−1), assuming it does not lie on the torus, to obtain a conformal
embedding of Tτ in E3. In coordinates: (x, y, z, t) 7→ (x, y, z)/(t+ 1).

Banchoff [Ban88] revisited Pinkall’s approach to give explicit parametrizations of the
Hopf-Pinkall tori. On S2, Banchoff considers a curve of the form γτ (θ) = (sinφ(θ)eiθ, cosφ(θ))
given in spherical coordinates, where the polar angle 0 < φ < π is a smooth function of
the azimuthal angle 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. He next defines L(θ) =

∫ θ
0 |γ′τ (t)|dt to be the length of

the curve portion γτ ([0, θ]) and A(θ) =
∫ θ
0 (1− cosφ(t))dt the area on S2 swept by the arc

of meridian linking the North Pole to the point on γτ up to θ. The conformal embedding
fτ : Tτ → E3 is then given by fτ = f ◦ g−1 with

f : (R/2πZ)2 → E3, (θ, ψ) 7→
(

sin φ(θ)
2 ei(θ+ψ), cosψ cos φ(θ)

2
)
/(1 + sinψ cos φ(θ)

2 ), and

g : (R/2πZ)2 → T−1/τ ∼ Tτ , (θ, ψ) 7→ (L(θ)
2 ,

A(θ)
2 + ψ).

In other words,

fτ (u, v) =
(

sin φ(θ)
2 ei(θ+u−A(θ)/2), cos(u−A(θ)/2) cos φ(θ)

2
)
/(1+sin(u−A(θ)/2) cos φ(θ)

2 ),

where θ satisfies L(θ) = 2u and (u, v) ∈ R2/(Z2πi+ Z2πiτ̄).
We have chosen φ of the form φ(θ) = a + b sin(nθ) for a < b, 0 ≤ b < π − a and

n ∈ N. In order to represent the modulus τ = τ1 + iτi, the parameters a, b, n should satisfy
A(2π) = 4πτ1 and L(2π) = 4πτi, or equivalently:

J0(b) cos(a) = 1− 2τ1 and
∫ 2π

0

√
n2b2 cos2(nt) + sin2(a+ b sin(nt))dt = 4πτi,

where J0(b) = 1
π

∫ π
0 cos(b sin t)dt denotes the 0-th Bessel function of the first kind. The

condition on the total area implies 0 ≤ τ1 ≤ 1. Nevertheless, it is still possible to obtain a
conformal embedding in the case of τ1 < 0 by first reflecting the torus along one of its
boundary edge and applying a reflexion of the image torus in E3. We can thus cover the
whole moduli space.

4.3 The final construction
We now have all the pieces to produce PL isometric embedding of flat tori. Given a
modulus τ , we first compute a quasi-equilateral triangulation of Tτ as in Section 4.1. We
then compute a PL approximation Fτ of the conformal map fτ defined in Section 4.2
and finally apply the construction in Section 3.1 to every pair of triangles (T, Fτ (T )).
Figures 9 and 10 show some results.
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Figure 9: Left, PL isometric embedding of the square flat torus with 170,040 triangles.
Middle, the mesh with black edges shows the PL approximation of the initial almost
conformal embedding. Each of its triangles is replaced with a construction (in blue) as in
Section 3.1 oriented toward the interior of the initial embedding. Right, The construction
is oriented towards the outside, giving another isometric immersion of the square torus.
(This last model has self-intersections. A finer triangulation should be used to avoid
them.)

5 Universal triangulation
The construction of Burago and Zalgaller gives rise to triangulations with a huge number
of triangles, moreover distinct for every flat torus. In order to get a unique abstract
triangulation that admits linear embeddings in E3 isometric to any flat torus, we resort
to a second construction by Zalgaller [Zal00] and to very recent work by Tsuboi [Tsu20]
and Arnoux et al. [ALM21] for embedding flat tori.

5.1 Embedding long tori
Any flat torus can be obtained by identifying abstractly the top and bottom boundaries
of a right circular cylinder. We obtain non-rectangular tori by shifting circularly the top
boundary before identification. We can moreover cover all the torus moduli by varying
the ratio between the height of the cylinder and the length of its boundaries. A torus is
said long when this ratio is large. In [Zal00], Zalgaller proposes an origami style folding
of long flat tori, much simpler that the general construction of [BZ95]. Here, we quantify
how long should be a torus to allow for the Zalgaller folding, and we show that the long
tori admit a universal triangulation.

Proposition 5. There exists an abstract triangulation with 270 triangles, which admits
linear embeddings isometric to every torus of modulus τ1 + iτi with τi ≥ 33.

The proof reduces to a careful analysis of the construction of Zalgaller. Instead of
a circular cylinder, Zalgaller starts with a polyhedral cylinder in E3, namely a prism
with equilateral triangular basis, that he bents at several places to make the boundaries
coincide, allowing their geometric identification. A twist is also applied before the bending
so as to simulate a circular shift of the top boundary. In general, except for a twist of
2kπ/3, one boundary will be rotated with respect to the other after the twisting and
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Figure 10: isometric immersion of Tτ with, from left to right, τ = eiπ/3, (1+ i)/2, (1+3i)/2.
The left immersion is a hexagonal torus. While the subdivisions of the left and right tori
already contain more than 7 millions triangles, they present self-intersections. A finer
triangulation should be used to get an embedding.

bending, preventing their identification. Zalgaller then introduces a third modification
that he calls a gasket in order to rotate a cross section of the prism without rotating the
“material” of the prism. Intuitively, one should imagine a sleeve made of some non-elastic
fabric, closed by two rigid triangles at the extremities. The right prism results from pulling
tight on the triangles. Now, the effect of a gasket is to rotate one triangle around the axis
of the prism, allowing the fabric to slide along the edges of this triangle.

How to bend a triangular prism Consider a right prism P with equilateral triangular
basis and an orthogonal cross section CC ′D. A bending at an angle ϕ with cutting
angle λ along the rib CC ′ is obtained by (refer to Figure 11)

(a) cutting two isosceles triangles ACB and AC ′B out of P, where A,B lie on the
generatrix of the prism through D, and the angle at C (and C ′) is 2λ,

(b) bending the cut prism at angle 0 < ϕ < π,

(c) folding ACB and AC ′B appropriately to fit them back on the bended prism.

Let A1, B1 be the respective positions of points A,B after bending and let ∠A1CB1 = 2µ.
In order for the construction not to overlap, one should have µ > 0, hence λ should satisfy
λ0(ϕ) < λ < π

2 where λ0(ϕ) is the angle for which, after bending, the triangles A1CC
′

and B1CC
′ coincide. Looking at the right angled triangles ADC and ADV , one easily

computes2

λ0(ϕ) = arctan(
√

3
2 tan ϕ2 ). (1)

Lemma 6. For every ϕ ∈ (0, π) and for every λ ∈ (λ0(ϕ), π/2), there is an embedded
bending of P at angle ϕ with cutting angle λ introducing 12 triangles.

2This expression is simpler than the formula given in [Zal00].
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V
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Figure 11: Bending of a prism.

Proof. We only have to check that ACB and AC ′B can be folded appropriately. The
folding of ACB (and of AC ′B) is very similar to the folding of a subtriangle as in Figure 5.
We first fold CAB along its altitude from C to reduce the angle (CA,CB) from 2λ to
2µ. The side AB is mapped onto a broken line A1D̃B1 and the goal is to rotate this
broken line so that it is contained in the “vertical” plane through A1, B1, V , where V is
the middle of CC ′. See Figure 11 and 12. Denote by Π0 the plane spanned by A1, B1, C.

C

A1

B1

D1

b
A1

B1

a

C

D1

D
~

2μ 2μ

C

A B
D

2λ

Pd/2

M1
M1

Figure 12: Folding of triangle ACB.

Also denote by Πθ the plane, in the pencil of planes through A1B1, making an angle θ
with Π0. Let α, β be such that Πα contains D̃ and Πβ contains V . Because the triangles
CD̃M1 and CVM1, where M1 is the middle of A1B1, are right angled at D̃ and V , we
easily deduce3

α = arcsin cosλ
cosµ and β = arcsin cosλ

2 cosµ.

Set δ = α − β. The plane Πδ/2 cuts CD̃ in D1. We first reflect across Πδ/2 the pieces
of triangles A1CB1 and A1C

′B1 lying above Πδ/2. We next reflect across Π0 the part
of the reflected part lying below Π0. As a result, A1D̃B1 is rotated in Πβ as desired.
The resulting folding is composed of 6 triangles as illustrated on Figure 12. Moreover, if
β > δ/2, then the resulting folding of ACB lies inside the top quadrant delimited by Πβ

and Π0. As a consequence, we can fold AC ′B according to the symmetric image across
3Our computations do not lead to the same formulas as in [Zal00].
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Πβ of the folding of ACB; the two triangle foldings join along the folding of AB in Πβ

and they fit inside the tetrahedron A1B1CC
′ without creating intersections with the rest

of the bended prism. They comprise 12 triangles in total.
It thus remains to check that we indeed have β > δ/2 for every ϕ ∈ (0, π) and

for every λ ∈ (λ0(ϕ), π/2). This inequality is equivalent to F ( cosλ
cosµ) > 0 for F (x) =

3 arcsin x
2 − arcsin x. We have F (0) = F (1) = 0 and a simple computation shows that the

derivative of F cancels only once on [0, 1] at x =
√

5/8. Since F (
√

5/8) > 0, we infer that
F is positive on (0, 1). We finally remark that µ < λ, implying cosλ

cosµ ∈ (0, 1), which allows
us to conclude the claim.

For further reference, we call a bend a bent prism cut by orthogonal cross sections at
the extremity of the above construction as on Figure 13. After triangulating the two top

a

atanl

l

atanl

a
a

Figure 13: A bend is isometric to a right prism of length 2a tan λ.

quadrilaterals, a bend is made of 20 triangles including the 12 triangles as in Lemma 6.

Rotating a cross section with a gasket The ribs of the prism P may have only three
possible directions. This prevents to bend P in an arbitrary direction. To circumvent this
rigidity, Zalgaller introduces a simple construction that he calls a gasket. Consider an
equilateral triangle ABC in the horizontal plane and a vertical translate A′B′C ′ by height
h. Rotate A′B′C ′ by an angle α about the central vertical axis. The gasket with turn
α and height h is the polyhedral cylinder formed by the six congruent triangles ABA′,
A′BB′, B′BC, B′CC ′, C ′CA, AA′C ′. See Figure 14. This gasket is embedded for every
α ∈ (−π/3, π), independently of h > 0.

Lemma 7. For every α ∈ (−π/3, π), the gasket with turn α and height h is isometric to
a right prism of length h̄ with

h̄2 = h2 + 2
27(sin2 α

2 + sin2(π3 −
α

2 ))− 4
81(sin2 α

2 − sin2(π3 −
α

2 ))2 − 1
36 (2)

< h2 + 1
9 . (3)

Proof. By unfolding the gasket in the plane, it is seen to be isometric to a Euclidean
rectangle after identifying its vertical sides. See Figure 14. It is thus isometric to a right
prism of length h̄, where h̄ is the height of the rectangle. Fix the coordinates of A,B,C

14
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h

Figure 14: Left, a gasket with turn α and height h. Right, the gasket is unfolded in
the plane. Cutting and pasting a small triangular piece shows that the gasket has the
geometry of a right prism.

to respectively, ( 1
3
√

3 , 0), ( ei2π/3

3
√

3 , 0) and ( e−i2π/3

3
√

3 , 0) in R3 = C×R. Then the coordinates of
A′, B′, C ′ are respectively ( eiα3

√
3 , h), ( ei(α+2π/3)

3
√

3 , h) and ( ei(α−2π/3)

3
√

3 , h). The three sides of the
congruent triangles are given by

|AB| = 1/3, |A′A| =
√

4
27 sin2(α/2) + h2, |BA′| =

√
4
27 sin2(π/3− α/2) + h2.

From Heron’s formula [LL21], we have h̄ = 2
√
p(p−|AB|)(p−|BA′|)(p−|A′A|)

|AB| with p the half-
perimeter of ABA′, and we obtain

h̄2 = h2 + 2
27(sin2 α

2 + sin2(π3 −
α

2 ))− 4
81(sin2 α

2 − sin2(π3 −
α

2 ))2 − 1
36 .

Since
sin2 α

2 + sin2(π3 −
α

2 ) = 3
4 − sin α2 sin(π3 −

α

2 ) < 7/4,

it follows that

h̄2 < h2 + 2
27 ×

7
4 −

1
36 < h2 + 1

9 .

By pasting two prisms at the boundaries of a gasket, we obtain a polyhedral cylinder
with triangular boundaries, where the two boundaries are turned at the angle α with
respect to each other; see Figure 15.

Note 8. The top and bottom prisms in Figure 15 have the same central axis. This allows
to rotate the rib of a prism at an angle α ∈ (π/3, π) before applying a bending.

Note 9. By joining k gaskets in a row, we can rotate the rib of a prism at an angle
α ∈ (−kπ/3, kπ).
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A' B' C'C'

A
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A
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A'

C'

B

Figure 15: Joining a gasket with two prisms to rotate their ribs. Right, unfolding of the
construction showing the line of cut (in blue) and a generatrix (in red) of the polyhedral
cylinder.

Twisting a prism Replacing a portion of a prism by a gasket with turn α allows to
turn one boundary, say the top one, of the prism with respect to the other one but does
not twist the prism: the segment connecting a point on a geodesic perpendicular to the
bottom boundary (a generatrix) to its closest point on the central axis remains parallel
to itself as we move along the geodesic toward the top boundary. In other words, the
segment connecting the top endpoint of this geodesic with the top endpoint of the axis
will keep the same direction as we augment α. In order to twist the prism so that the
top endpoint of this geodesic indeed turns with the boundary, Zalgaller introduces yet
another construction that he calls a helical twist. This construction takes advantage of
the holonomy of parallel transport on the sphere: consider a unit sphere of center O with
a spherical triangle PQR (see Figure 16). If one parallel transports an object from P to

P

Q

R

y
x

O

z

q

q0

Figure 16: The green tangent vector is transported along the spherical triangle PQR. The
angle θ is equal to the area of PQR, while the angle θ0 is given by L’Huillier’s formula.

P following the sides of the triangle PQR, then the object is rotated by a certain angle
around the axis OP which is equal to the signed area of the spherical triangle PQR. In
order to twist a prism with axis directed by −→OP by an angle θ we may thus bend the
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prism successively in the directions −→OQ,−→OR and −→OP again. Each bending at angle ϕ
indeed corresponds to a transport along a spherical geodesic of length ϕ. Each portion of
prism between two bends should include two gaskets to orient its rib properly. Indeed,
by Note 9, two gaskets allow to turn by an angle in (−2π/3, 2π), which covers all the
possible orientations4.

A helical twist of angle θ consists of a sequence of gaskets and bends according to
the pattern (g2b)5g2 = (g2b)3(g2b)2g2, where b, g stand respectively for bends and gaskets.
The prefix (g2b)3 in the pattern is used to simulate the parallel transport as described
above, assuming that the central axis of the initial cross section is already aligned with−→
OP . The next factor (g2b)2 allows to return on the central axis of the initial cross section.
Since −→OP is aligned with this central axis, the changes of direction due to the factor (g2b)2

happen in the same plane. The resulting holonomy is thus trivial, which ensures that the
first and last cross sections of this portion are parallel. Finally, the last two gaskets allows
to turn the cross section by any angle in (−2π/3, 2π]; see Figure 17.

gb

b

b b

b

g
g

g g

g

g
g g

g

g g

etwist

2h'

2h s1

s2

s0

Figure 17: The cross section (in blue) after the last bending of a helical twist is rotated by
an angle θ about the central axis with respect to the initial cross section (in red). The last
two gaskets allow to turn the last cross section (in red) to be a translate of the first one.

In practice, to construct a helical twist of angle θ ∈ (−π, π], we choose an equilateral
triangle PQR on the unit sphere, with area θ. Moreover, we fix P = (1, 0, 0), and we take
Q in the plane Oxz with positive z coordinate. Then, R is the unique point making PQR
equilateral and counterclockwise. Denote by θ0 the angle between the vectors −→OP and−→
OQ. L’Huillier’s formula relates the area A of a geodesic triangle on the unit sphere with
its side lengths a, b, c by

tan A4 =

√√√√tan
(
p

2

)
tan

(
p− a

2

)
tan

(
p− b

2

)
tan

(
p− c

2

)
,

4While the symmetry of the cross section would allow to turn by an angle with amplitude at most
π/3, it is in fact necessary to allow for all the possible angles in order to obtain a unique isomorphism
class of triangulations after the final gluing.
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where p is the half-perimeter. It follows that θ0 satisfies the equation

θ = 4 arctan
√tan(3

4θ0) tan3(θ0

4 )
 .

Traveling along PQR in trigonometric direction induces a positive rotation angle, while
traveling clockwise induces a negative rotation angle. For |θ| ≤ π, L’Huillier’s formula
implies θ0 ≤ 4 arctan

√
2−
√

3 ≈ 1.911. From (1), we deduce that the corresponding

cutting angle satisfies λ ≤ arctan
√

6−3
√

3√
3−1 < arctan 49

40 . For further reference, we set

λ0 := arctan 49
40 .

Denote by s0 the initial cross section of the helical twist, by s1 the cross section at the end
of the fourth bend, and by s2 the initial cross section of the last bend. Refer to Figure 17.

Lemma 10. Given any twist angle θ ∈ (−π, π] and any h > 0, we can construct a helical
twist of angle θ so that all its bends have cutting angle λ0, and all its gaskets have height
h, except the two gaskets between sections s1 and s2, which have height h′ imposed by our
construction. This helical twist is isometric to a right prism with length

`twist = 10a tan λ0 + 10h̄+ 2h̄′

and the horizontal distance between the boundaries of the helical twist is bounded by

dtwist = 18(a tan λ0 + h).

Here, h̄ and h̄′ are given by Equation (2) in Lemma 7. The height h′ is moreover bounded
by 2
√

10(2h+ 3a tan λ0).

Proof. Let a = 1/3 be the length of a rib, i.e., of a side of the triangular cross-sections.
The bending angle of the three first bends is equal to θ0 and we know by the previous
discussion that they can be realized with the cutting angle λ0. We need to prove that
the last two bends can be realized with this cutting angle. Define the extend etwist of
the helical twist as the horizontal distance between the centers of the sections s0 and s2.
We fix etwist = 16(h+ a tanλ0). Let ci be the center of si, i = 0, 1, 2. The last two bends
have the same bending angle ϕ, which is the angle between the horizontal direction and
the vector −−→c1c2. We have tanϕ = δv/δh, where δv is the distance of c1 to the horizontal
line through c2 and δh is the horizontal distance between c1 and c2. We estimate δv by
adding the contributions of the eight gaskets and the four bends preceding s1. Four of the
eight gaskets are horizontal; it follows that they do not contribute to δv. The fourth bend
turns towards the horizontal axis through c2, it thus contributes negatively to δv. We
infer that δv ≤ 4h + 6a tan λ0. On the other hand, the horizontal distance d01 between
c0 and c1 is bounded by 8h+ 8a tan λ0. It ensues that δh = etwist − d01 ≥ 8h+ 8a tanλ0.
We conclude that tanϕ ≤ (4h+ 6a tanλ0)/(8h+ 8a tan λ0). Hence, for all h, tanϕ < 3/4.
Using Equation (1) and the classical formula tanϕ = 2 tan ϕ

2 /(1 − tan2 ϕ
2 ), we deduce

tanλ0(ϕ) < 1
2
√

3 . It follows that λ0(ϕ) < λ0 as desired.
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The intrinsic length of the helical twist, i.e., the height of the isometric right cylinder,
is the sum of the intrinsic lengths of each constituting bend and gasket. We thus obtain
the formula as in the lemma, where h̄ and h̄′ are given by (2). We now remark that the
total horizontal extend of the helical twist is bounded by etwist + 2a tanλ0 + 2h to obtain
the bound in the lemma.

We next remark that d01 ≥ 4h + 2a tan λ0, taking into account the four horizontal
gaskets and the 2 incident horizontal half bends. Hence, δh = etwist−d01 ≤ 12h+14a tan λ0
and we finally conclude

h′ =
√
δ2
h + δ2

v ≤
√

(12h+ 14a tan λ0)2 + (4h+ 6a tan λ0)2 ≤ 2
√

10(2h+ 3a tanλ0).

Putting the pieces together Consider a flat torus with modulus τ = τ1 + iτi. It can
be obtained from a right circular cylinder of height τi and boundary length 1, identifying
the boundaries after a circular shift at angle 2πτ1. Zalgaller constructs his PL isometric
embeddings of long tori, for which τi is large, as follows. He first replaces the circular
cylinder by an isometric equilateral triangular prism that is bent 6 times at angle π/3 to
form a hexagonal tube. If the torus is rectangular, that is if τ1 = 0, then the identification
of the initial and final cross sections provides the desired embedding. Otherwise, he replaces
one side of the hexagon by a helical twist of angle 2πτ1 in order to glue the boundaries
of the prism with the correct angular shift. We use a slightly different construction that
allows us to get shorter tori. Starting from a helical twist of angle θ, we add 4 bends at
angle π/2 and 3 portions of right prisms as illustrated on Figure 18 to form a closed torus.

Figure 18: Our construction decomposed into bends (in light blue), gaskets (in light green)
and triangular prisms (in pink).

In order to avoid intersections between the horizontal prism and the horizontal gaskets of
the helical twist we choose the two vertical prisms of length a

3 >
a

2
√

3 . We also choose the
length of the horizontal prism to be equal to the total horizontal extend of the helical twist.
We finally take the cutting angle of the 3 bends equals to λ′0 := arctan(9/10) > λ0(π/2).
The resulting torus has length
L < `twist + 8a tanλ′0 + 2a/3 + dtwist = 28a tan λ0 + 8a tan λ′0 + 2a/3 + 18h+ 10h̄+ 2h̄′,

where `twist and dtwist are given by Lemma 10. Using the bound for h′ in Lemma 10
together with inequality (3), and the fact that tanλ0 = 49/40, and tanλ′0 = 9/10, we get

L <
253
18 + 18h+ 10

√
h2 + 1

9 + 2
√

40(2h+ 49
40)2 + 1

9 .
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By taking h = 0 we thus obtain L < 253
18 + 10

3 + 2
√

492

40 + 1
9 < 33. Note that any longer

torus can be obtained by elongating the two vertical prisms. Hence, for h small enough,
we can realize any flat torus of length at least 33. In practice, our implementation shows
that the same construction allows to embed shorter tori. Some rendering is visible on
Figure 19.

Figure 19: Rendering of the flat torus of length 16 and circular shift 3.5 corresponding to
the modulus 0.558 + 16i.

We remark that a prism can be triangulated as a gasket with turn 0, the whole
construction thus corresponds to the pattern (g2b)5g2(bg)3b and is composed of 15× 6 +
9×20 = 270 triangles. This ends the proof of Proposition 5. Figure 20 shows the resulting
unfolded triangulation after cutting through a cross section and a longitude.

Figure 20: A universal triangulation for long tori.

5.2 The flat tori of Tsuboi and Arnoux et al.
The previous construction provides a universal triangulation for long tori. Referring to
Figure 1, this means that the part of the moduli space above the horizontal line τi = 33
can be geometrically realized in E3 by this unique abstract triangulation. It thus remains
to cover the compact subspace of short tori below this line. Denote this subspace by
Mshort. Hence,

Mshort = {τ ∈ H2 | |τ | ≥ 1, |τ1| ≤ 1/2, |τi| ≤ 33}.
As already observed in Section 3, the construction of Burago and Zalgaller allows for some
flexibility, implying that around every point in the moduli space there is a neighborhood
that can be geometrically realized by the same abstract triangulation. By compactness we
can cover Mshort with a finite number of such neighborhoods. We could thus overlay all
the corresponding triangulations with the universal triangulation for long tori to obtain a
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universal triangulation for all tori. This already provides a proof of the existence of such
a triangulation. However, estimating the size of the neighborhoods seems impractical
and the approach would lead to a gigantic triangulation. Surprisingly, it was only very
recently that Tsuboi [Tsu20] and Arnoux et al. [ALM21] independently (re)discovered
extremely simple geometric realizations of flat tori. Arnoux et al. are able to prove that
their construction, that they call diplotorus, allows to realize all tori in the moduli space.
For completeness we briefly recall this construction.

The diplotorus Da,hn,d with parameters n, d, a, h is defined as follows. Let Ak = (ei 2πk
n , 0)

be the vertices of the regular n-gon in the horizontal coordinate plane. Let Bk =
(eiπn (a+1+2k), h) be the vertices of the vertical translate by h of this n-gon, turned by an
angle (a+ 1)π

n
. Then Da,hn,d = Pint

⋃Pext is the union of two twisted prisms, called ploids,
where Pint is the union of triangles {AkAk+1Bk}0≤k<n and {BkAk+1Bk+1}0≤k<n, and Pext
is the union of triangles {AkAk+1Bk−d}0≤k<n, {Bk−dAk+1Bk+1−d}0≤k<n. Of course, all the
indices should be considered modulo n. (Note that a ploid with n = 3 is nothing else but
a gasket.) Figure 21 shows the diplotorus D3.5,2

5,2 .

a b c d

Figure 21: View of the diplotorus D3.5,2
5,2 (a) with its internal (b) and external (c) ploids.

(d), another view of D3.5,2
5,2 with a transparent external ploid.

Lemma 11 (Arnoux et al., 2021). For h, a ∈ R and n, d ∈ Z, Da,hn,d, is an embedded flat
torus if and only if

h > 0, n > 4, 2 ≤ |d| < n−2, d+1 < a < n−1 if d > 0, and 1−n < a < d−1 if d < 0

Moreover, the modulus of Da,hn,d is τ(n, d, a, h) = τ1(n, d, a) + iτi(n, d, a, h) with

τ1(n, d, a) =d/n−
cos((a− d)π

n
) sin(dπ

n
)

n sin π
n

and

τi(n, d, a, h) =
(√

h2 + 4 sin2(a+ 1
2 · π

n
) sin2(a− 1

2 · π
n

) +√
h2 + 4 sin2(a− 2d+ 1

2 · π
n

) sin2(a− 2d− 1
2 · π

n
)
)
/(2n sin(π/n))

The map τ1 does not depend on h while τi is an increasing function of h. It follows that
for n and d fixed, the moduli of the tori Da,hn,d form a subset of H2, which we denote byMn,d,
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that lies above the graph of the parametrized curve a 7→ (τ1(n, d, a), τi(n, d, a, 0)), where
a varies as in Lemma 11. For n and d fixed, the diplotori in Da,hn,d have the same abstract
triangulation. If one could cover the moduli space with a finite number of regions Mn,d,
this would therefore provide a universal triangulation. This is however impossible and
one needs to let n grow to infinity to realize all the rectangular tori. We can nonetheless
cover the moduli of short tori with only three regions Mn,d.

5.3 Realizing the short tori with three diplotori
The fundamental domain in Figure 1 is symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis.
Two symmetric points τ and −τ̄ actually represent isometric tori, but the isometry should
reverse the orientation. Hence, if Tτ has a PL isometric embedding in E3 so does T−τ̄ :
just take a reflected image of the embedding of Tτ . It is thus enough to realize the positive
part M+

short := {τ ∈Mshort | τ1 ≥ 0} of the short tori to ensure that we can realize all of
them.
Remark 2. From Section 2 the moduli space is the quotient of H2 by the action of SL2(Z).
To realize all the short tori, it is thus sufficient to realize their moduli in any image of
M+

short under the action of SL2(Z). Figure 22 shows such an image. The top side τi = 33
of M+

short is transformed to an arc of circle, called a horocycle, tangent at 0 to the real
axis.

Mshort
+

Figure 22: The image (in dark grey) of M+
short by the action of

(
0 1
−1 1

)
∈ SL2(Z). The

top horizontal line (in red) represents the horocycle τi = 33 (not to scale). Its image by(
0 1
−1 1

)
is a circle (in red, not to scale) tangent at 0 to the real axis.

Lemma 12. Any modulus in M+
short can be geometrically realized by a diplotorus with

parameters n = 19 and d ∈ {2, 7, 13}.

Proof. We need to check that M+
short is covered by the orbit of M19,2

⋃M19,7
⋃M19,13

under the action of SL2(Z). Equivalently, writing g · M+
short for the image of M+

short by
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g ∈ SL2(Z), we must have that⋃
g∈SL2(Z)

g−1 ·
(
(g · M+

short)
⋂

(M19,2
⋃
M19,7

⋃
M19,13)

)

covers M+
short (or any of its images). The regions M19,2 M19,7 and M19,13, deduced from

the formulas in Lemma 11, are plotted in Figures 23 and 25.
Denote byM+ the part of the fundamental domain in Figure 1 with non-negative real

part. M+ is bounded by the geodesic triangle with vertices 0, eiπ/3,∞. In particular, it

containsM+
short. Consider the subset ∆ of SL2(Z) composed of the matrices gδ :=

(
0 1
−1 δ

)
with δ a positive integer. The elements in ∆ transformM+ into a fan of triangular domains
with positive real part, tangent at 0 to the imaginary axis. They moreover transform each
horocycle {τi = constant} into a same circle tangent at 0 to the real axis. Larger constants
give rise to smaller circles. Two such circles cut the transforms of M+ by ∆ into slices

Figure 23: The moduli space for M19,2 (in green), M19,7 (in purple), and M19,13 (in red).
The axes in the bottom enlargement have different scales; the horocycle (thick purple
line), image of {τi = 33} by the elements of ∆, appear as an arc of ellipse.

that are themselves transforms of a same slice in M+. Figures 24 and 25 demonstrates
that we can slice M+

short so that each slice has a transform by respectively g1, g3, g5 (in
yellow, blue, and red on the figure) covered by M19,2

⋃M19,7
⋃M19,13. It follows that

M+
short ⊂

⋃
δ∈{1,3,5}

g−1
δ ·

(
(gδ · M+

short)
⋂

(M19,2
⋃
M19,7

⋃
M19,13)

)
,

which proves the lemma. This proof by picture can be made formal by computing the
exact arrangement of the involved domains, whose boundary are made of arcs of circles
and lines segments. The details are provided in Appendix.
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ti=33
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ti=12

Figure 24: A slicing ofM+
short (not to scale) in three regions (yellow, blue and red) by the

horocycles τi = 33, 25, 12 (respectively in purple, orange, and black) and the geodesic unit
circle.

From Lemma 12 we can construct a universal triangulation for short tori. Indeed, all
the diplotori with fixed parameters n, d have the same abstract triangulation, that we
denote by Tn,d. Hence, we just need a common subdivision of T19,2, T19,7 and T19,13 to
obtain such a universal triangulation. These triangulations are obtained by identifying
the boundaries of a same triangulated cylinder. However, they are not isomorphic, as one
needs to apply distinct circular shifts before identification. We can nonetheless send them
in a same torus as follows. For k ∈ Z, consider the points

Ak = (k,−1), Bk = (k, 0), Ck = (k, 1)

in the infinite plane strip B := R × [−1, 1]. Then, T19,d is isomorphic to the triangu-
lation of B by the triangles {AkAk+1Bk, BkAk+1Bk+1, CkCk+1Bk−d, Bk−dCk+1Bk+1−d}k∈Z
quotiented by the horizontal translations generated by the vector (19, 0), further identi-
fying the two boundaries according to the vertical translation (0, 2). This quotient and
identification being independent of d, the three triangulations for d = 2, 7, 13 are indeed
embedded in a same torus; see Figure 26.

We overlay the three triangulated strips obtained for d = 2, 7, 13. We want to count
the number of vertices of the resulting subdivision. We only have to care about the edges
BkC`, the other ones being common to the three triangulations. By symmetry it suffices
to consider the number of intersections with the other edges of the six edges B0Ck for
k ∈ I := {2, 3, 7, 8, 13, 14}. The edges B0Ck and B`C`+j, j ∈ I, intersect in their interior
if and only if

• ` < 0 and `+ j > k, or equivalently k − j < ` < 0, or

• ` > 0 and `+ j < k, or equivalently 0 < ` < k − j.
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Figure 25: The three regions in red, blue and yellow are images of the corresponding slices
in M+

short by g1, g3, g5, respectively.

In this case, we compute pk`,j := B0Ck
⋂
B`C`+j = `

k−j (k, 1). All other intersection points
are horizontal translates of the pk`,j by an integral amount. The set of intersection points
with x-coordinate in [0, 1) is thus given by {frac( `k

k−j ),
`

k−j )}j,k,`, where j, k, ` vary as
above and frac(x) is the fractional part of x. Eliminating the duplicates, we found 56
intersections leading to n× 56 = 1064 intersection points in total. Adding the remaining
points Ak, Bk (Ck and Ak should be identified) we find a total of 1064 + 38 = 1102 vertices.
It remains to triangulate the subdivision by adding diagonals in the non triangular faces.
By Euler’s formula on the torus, we conclude that the triangulated overlay has 2204
triangles. We have thus proved

Proposition 13. There exists an abstract triangulation with 2204 triangles, which admits
linear embeddings isometric to every short torus.

6 Merging short and long tori
It remains to overlay our universal triangulations for long and short tori to obtain a
universal triangulation for all tori. Before overlaying the layouts of Figures 20 and 26,
we perform some modifications. We first remove the diagonals introduced to triangulate
the rectangular faces of the bends as they are not necessary to define the isometric PL
embeddings of long tori. For the same reason, we remove the diagonals used to triangulate
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A1A0 A14

B1B0 B14

C1C0 C14

Lint

Lext

~

~

C13

B13

A13

C2 C3 C7 C8

Figure 26: Layout of the triangulations T19,2, T19,7 and T19,13. The two sub-strips L̃int and
L̃ext correspond to the (lift of) overlay of the internal and external ploids.

the three portions of right prisms; Compare Figure 20 and top Figure 27. Denote by Llong
the resulting layout. It is composed of three horizontal strips, where the central one has
no internal vertex and is traversed by Ec = 45 edges (the leftmost and rightmost edges
should be identified) corresponding to 9 bends, 12 gaskets, and 3 portions of right prisms.
We next apply a quarter turn to the layout for short tori, call it Lshort. It decomposes into
two parts Lint

⋃Lext corresponding to the internal and external ploids; compare Figure 26
with middle of Figure 27. We apply some stretching and compression in order to align Lext
with the rightmost portion of right prism in Llong. We also move vertically the vertices
of Lshort that are not on the horizontal boundaries of the layout, so that they fit in the
central horizontal strip of Llong. We are now ready to overlay Lshort and Llong as shown
at the bottom of Figure 27. Note that the (universal) subdivisions for short and long
tori are obtained from the corresponding layouts by applying the same identifications of
their horizontal and vertical sides. Applying these identifications to the overlay of the
layouts thus provides a common refinement of the subdivisions for short and long tori.
We enumerate the vertices of the overlay as follows. It contains

• V∩ = 1064 vertices from the intersecting edges in Lshort as computed in the proof of
Proposition 13,

• 3Vext vertices, where Vext is the number of intersections in Lext of a horizontal edge
of Llong with the edges of Lshort,

• Vlong = 270/2 = 135 vertices from the triangulation of long tori,

• (2n− 3)Vc = 35Vc vertices in the central horizontal strip, where Vc is the number of
intersections of an edge of Lint in this strip with the edges of Llong,

• Vd intersections of the two remaining diagonals of Lint with the edges of Llong.

A horizontal line in Lext with ordinate y intersects all the edges B`C`+j such that y ∈
(`, `+ j). This gives Vext = ∑

j∈I(j − 1) = 41. Since every edge of Lint contained in the
central horizontal strip of Llong intersects all its edges, we have Vc = Ec = 45. It remains
to count the intersections with the last two diagonals of Lint contained respectively in
the top and bottom strips of Llong. Rather than considering these diagonals as straight
line segments, we artificially subdivide each of them by adding a vertex close to their
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Lint Lext

Figure 27: Modified layout of the universal triangulations for long and short tori, and
their overlay.

extremities, moving it to the boundary of the central strip; see Figure 28. This introduces
Vc vertices per diagonal, so that Vd = 90. In total the overlay thus contains

V∩ + 3Vext + Vlong + 35Vc + Vd = 1064 + 3× 41 + 135 + 35× 45 + 90 = 2987

vertices. By Euler’s formula this corresponds, after adding diagonals to triangulate the
overlay, to 5974 triangles. This ends the proof of Theorem 1.

Our construction is clearly not optimal. The size of our universal triangulation for
long tori can probably be reduced, say by simplifying the helical twist. The choice of the
diplotori to realize the short tori may also be optimized to reduce the size of the resulting
triangulation. Finally, the overlay of these triangulations can also be optimized. A
challenging question is to find the smallest number of triangles in a universal triangulation
for flat tori.
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Figure 28: The subdivision of the remaining two diagonals of Llong (thick purple lines).
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Appendix
Here, we provide the details for the proof of Lemma 12. From Lemma 11, simple
computations show that the region M19,2 is bounded by the following curves:

• λ2(t) = z2 + it with t ∈ [0,+∞[ and z2 = 2−sin 2π
19 cot π

19 +i sin 2π
19

19 ,

• β2,1(t) = 2
19 −

sin 2π
19

19 sin π
19
e−it with t ∈ [ π19 ,

3π
19 ],

• β2,2(t) = 2+i cot π
19

19 − ei
15π
38

19 sin π
19
t with t ∈ [cos 16π

19 , cos 3π
19 ],

• ρ2(t) = w2 + it with t ∈ [0,+∞[ and w2 = β2,2
(
cos 16π

19

)
.

While M19,7 is bounded by:

• λ7(t) = z7 + it with t ∈ [0,+∞[ and z7 = 7−sin 7π
19 cot π

19 +i cot π
19(1−cos 7π

19 )
19 ,

• β7,1(t) = 7+i cot π
19

19 − ei
5π
38

19 sin π
19
t with t ∈ [cos 6π

19 , cos π
19 ],

• β7,2(t) = 7
19 −

sin 7π
19

19 sin π
19
e−it with t ∈ [6π

19 ,
8π
19 ],

• β7,3(t) = 7+i cot π
19

19 − ei
5π
38

19 sin π
19
t with t ∈ [cos 11π

19 , cos 8π
19 ],

• ρ7(t) = w7 + it with t ∈ [0,+∞[ and w7 = β7,3
(
cos 11π

9

)
.

And M13 is bounded by:

• λ13(t) = z13 + it with t ∈ [0,+∞[ and z13 = 13−sin 13π
19 cot π

19 +i cot π
19(1−cos 13π

19 )
19 ,
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z2

A1 A2

A3A4

P2(t)
β2,1(t)

Figure 29: The red quadrilateral A1A2A3A4

• β13,1(t) = 13+i cot π
19

19 − e−i
7π
38

19 sin π
19
t with t ∈ [cos 5π

19 , cos π
19 ],

• ρ13(t) = w13 + it with t ∈ [0,+∞[ and w13 = β13,1
(
cos 5π

19

)
.

In the sequel we denote by B(z, r) the closed disk of radius r centered at z and by C(z, r)
its boundary circle. We also denote by <(z) and =(z), the real part and the imaginary
part of z, respectively. Recall that each gδ : z 7→ 1

−z+δ sends the horizontal line {=(z) = h}
onto the circle C( i

2h ,
1

2h). Furthermore, for δ ≥ 1, gδ sends the imaginary axis onto the
circle C( 1

2δ ,
1
2δ ), and the line {<(z) = 1

2} onto the circle C( 1
2δ−1 ,

1
2δ−1). We denote the red,

blue and yellow slices of M+
short on Figure 24 by respectively Sr, Sb and Sy.

From these facts, we deduce that g5(Sr), the image of the red slice by g5 (see Figure 25),
is bounded by four arcs of circles; one from respectively C(1

9 ,
1
9), C( i

66 ,
1
66), C( 1

10 ,
1
10) and

C( i
50 ,

1
50). Similarly, the image g3(Sb) of the blue slice is bounded by arcs from the

circles C(1
5 ,

1
5), C( i

50 ,
1
50), C(1

6 ,
1
6) and C( i

24 ,
1
24). Finally, the image g1(Sy) of the yellow

slice is bounded by arcs of the circles C(1, 1), C( i
24 ,

1
24), C(1

2 ,
1
2) and a segment of the line

{<(z) = 1
2}. For this last slice, we note that g1 sends the arc of circle {eit | π3 ≤ t ≤ π

2} to
the vertical line segment {1

2 + it | t ∈ [1
2 ,
√

3
2 ]}.

We now proceed to prove that the three curvilinear quadrilaterals g5(Sr), g3(Sb) and
g1(Sy) shown in Figure 25 lie above the lower boundary ofM19 :=M19,2∪M19,7∪M19,13.
(A point z lies above another point w with same real part if =(z) ≥ =(w).) Let us remark
that for showing that such a quadrilateral lies above some boundary, it suffices to show
that the bottom side and the right most side of the quadrilateral lie above this boundary
as the quadrilateral is completely included in the region of the plane above these two
sides.

The Red quadrilateral g5(Sr). Denote the vertices of this quadrilateral as in Figure 29.
From the above description, one computes A1 = 6+44i

1479 , A2 = 5+33i
1114 , A3 = 1+5i

130 , A4 = 18+100i
2581 .

By the previous remark it is enough to show that the curvilinear sides
_

A1A2 and
_

A2A3 lie
above the lower boundary of M19.

• Arc
_

A1A2.
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The vertical line through β2,1(t) cuts C( i
66 ,

1
66) (the circle containing

_

A1A2) in two
points. We denote by P1(t) the highest of these two points. Remark that

_

A1A2 is
indeed in the upper half part of C( i

66 ,
1
66). We compute P1(t) = i+eiτ

66 with 0 ≤ τ ≤ π,
where cos τ

66 = 2
19 −

sin 2π
19

19 sin π
19

cos t. Thus:

=(P1(t)) = 1 + sin τ
66 ≥ =(β2,1(t)) =

sin 2π
19

19 sin π
19

sin t

⇐⇒ sin2 τ

662 ≥
(
− 1

66 +
sin 2π

19
19 sin π

19
sin t

)2

⇐⇒ f1(cos t) ≥ 0,

where,

f1(x) := 8x
361 cos π19 + 2

√
1− x2

627 cos π19 −
6 + 2 cos 2π

19
361

A study of f1 shows that it is non negative on [0.96, 1], so that f1(cos t) is non
negative for t ∈ [0, t1red := 0.283]. Note that 0 < π/19 < t1red < 3π/19. Moreover5,
<(z2 = β2,1( π19)) ≈ 0.002 < <(A1) = 6

1479 and <(β2,1(t1red)) ≈ 0.0055 > <(A2) = 5
1114 .

This shows that the arc
_

A1A2 entirely lies above β2,1.

• Arc
_

A2A3.

The vertical line through β2,1(t) cuts C( 1
10 ,

1
10) (the circle containing

_

A2A3) in two
points. Denoting by P2(t) the highest of these two points, similar computations as
above lead to:

=(P2(t)) ≥ =(β2,1(t)) ⇐⇒ f2(cos t) := 1
1805

sin 2π
19

sin π
19

cos t+ 18
1805 −

sin2 2π
19

361 sin2 π
19
≥ 0.

Since f2 is non negative on [0.55, 1], we have that f2(cos t) is non negative for
t ∈ [0, 0.9]. Note that this interval contains the interval of definition [ π19 ,

3π
19 ] of

β2,1. Since <(z2) < <(A2) and <(β2,1(3π
19 )) ≈ 0.014 > <(A3) = 1

130 , the arc
_

A2A3 is
included in the region above β2,1. We thus conclude that A1A2A3A4 lies entirely
above β2,1.

The blue quadrilateral g3(Sb). Denote the vertices of this quadrilateral B1, B2, B3, B4
in analogy with what precedes (B1 is the bottom left vertex of the quadrilateral, B2
the bottom right one, B3 the top right one and B4 the top left one). We compute
B1 = 2+20i

505 , B2 = 3+25i
634 , B3 = 1+4i

51 , B4 = 10+48i
601 . Again, it is enough to show that the

curvilinear sides
_

B1B2 and
_

B2B3 lie above the lower boundary of M19.

• Arc
_

B1B2.
5Here and in the sequel, we write x ≈ y, where y =

∑`
i=k di10i is a decimal with dk 6= 0, to mean that

|x− y| < 10k.
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The vertical line passing by β2,1(t) cuts C( i
50 ,

1
50) (the circle containing

_

B1B2) in two
points. Let Q1(t) denotes the highest of these two points. We have
=(Q1(t)) ≥ =(β2,1(t)) ⇐⇒

f3(cos t) :=
4 sin 2π

19
361 sin π

19
cos t+

sin 2π
19

475 sin π
19

√
1− cos2 t− 4

361 −
sin2 2π

19
361 sin2 π

19
≥ 0.

Furthermore, f3 is non negative on [0.94, 1], so that f3(cos t) is non negative on
[0, t1blue := 0.3]. Note that 0 < π/19 < 0.3 < 3π/19. Moreover, <(z2) ≈ 0.002 <
<(B1) = 2

505 and <(β2,1(t1blue)) ≈ 0.008 > <(B2) = 3
634 , which implies that

_

B1B2 lies
entirely above β2,1.

• Arc
_

B2B3.
Denote by Q2(t) the highest intersection point of the vertical line passing through
β2,1(t) with C(1

6 ,
1
6) (the circle containing

_

B2B3). We have

=(Q2(t)) ≥ =(β2,1(t)) ⇐⇒ f4(cos t) := −
7 sin 2π

19
1083 sin π

19
cos t+ 26

1083−
sin2 2π

19
361 sin2 π

19
≥ 0.

Since f4 is non negative on [−1, 1] and <(z2) < <(B2), it follows that
_

B2B3 is
above β2,1 over the interval [<(B2),<(β2,1(3π

19 ))]. Let β2,2 be the supporting line of
β2,2. The point of β2,2 on the same vertical as B2 is Q3 := β2,2

(
1211 sin π

19
634 cos 15π

38

)
, while

the point of β2,2 on the same vertical line as B3 is Q4 := β2,2

(
t2blue := 83 sin π

19
51 cos 15π

38

)
.

Observe that t2blue ∈ [cos 16π
19 , cos 3π

19 ]. We compute =(Q3) ≈ 0.02 < =(B2) = 25
634 and

=(Q4) ≈ 0.06 < =(B3) = 4
51 . By concavity of

_

B2B3, we deduce that
_

B2B3 lies above
β2,2 over [<(β2,2(cos 3π

19 )),<(B3)]. We conclude that
_

B2B3 lies above β2,1 ∪ β2,2.

The yellow quadrilateral g1(Sy). Denote the vertices of this quadrilateral C1, C2, C3, C4
analogously to what precedes. One computes

C1 = 2 + 48i
577 , C2 = 1 + 12i

145 , C3 = 1 + i

2 , C4 = 1 +
√

3i
2 = ei

π
3 .

We show that the curvilinear sides
_

C1C2 and
_

C2C3 lie above the lower boundary of M19.

• Arc
_

C1C2.
Let R1(t) be the highest intersection point of the vertical through β2,1(t) with
C( i

24 ,
1
24) (the circle containing

_

C1C2). We have
=(R1(t)) ≥ =(β2,1(t)) ⇐⇒

f5(cos t) :=
8 cos π

19
361 cos t+

cos π
19

114
√

1− cos2 t−
6 + 2 cos 2π

19
361 ≥ 0.

Since f5 is non negative on [0.8, 1], it ensues that f5(cos t) is non negative for t
in [0, 0.6]. This interval contains [ π19 ,

3π
19 ]. As <(z2) ≈ 0.002 < <(C1) = 2

577 and
<(β2,1(3π

19 )) ≈ 0.02 > <(C2) = 1
145 , we conclude that

_

C1C2 lies entirely above β2,1.
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• Arc
_

C2C3.
First we note that if a point z with <(C3) ≤ <(z) ≤ 1

2 belongs to B(1
2 ,

1
2) then it

lies below the arc
_

C2C3. Thus to show that βi,j(t) is below
_

C2C3 it is sufficient to
show that |βi,j(t)− 1

2 | ≤
1
2 .

We have

|β2,1(t)− 1
2 | ≤

1
2 ⇐⇒ f6(cos t) :=

15 sin 2π
19

361 sin π
19

cos t+
sin2 2π

19
361 sin2 π

19
− 34

361 ≤ 0.

Since f6 is non positive on [−1, 1], it follows that f6(cos t) is always non positive.
Hence

_

C2C3 is above β2,1 over [<(C2),<(β2,1(3π
19 ))].

Next, we show that
_

C2C3 lies above β2,2 in the strip {z | <(z) ∈ [<(β2,1(3π
19 )),<(z7)]}.

Let R2,7 be the point on β2,2 with real part <(z7). We have
R2,7 = β2,2

(
τ2,7 := (−5+cos 5π

38 cot π
19 ) sin π

19
sin 2π

19

)
and we verify that τ2,7 ∈ [cos 16π

19 , cos 3π
19 ]

and =R2,7 ≈ 0.24 > =z7 ≈ 0.18. Then, to show that
_

C2C3 lies above β2,2 in the
above strip, it suffices by concavity of B(1

2 ,
1
2) (as β2,2 is a line segment) to show

that β2,2(cos 3π
19 ), R2,7 ∈ B(1

2 ,
1
2). We indeed compute: |β2,2(cos 3π

19 )− 1
2 |

2 ≈ 0.23 < 1
4 ,

|R2,7 − 1
2 |

2 ≈ 0.23 < 1
4 .

It remains to show that the lower boundaries of M19,7 and M19,13 lie below
_

C2C3 in
the strip {z | <(z) ∈ [<(z7),<(C3) = 1/2]}.
We have

|β7,1(t)− 1
2 |

2 = |β7,3(t)− 1
2 |

2 ≤ 1
4 ⇐⇒

f7(t) :=
cos2 5π

38
361 sin2 π

19
t2 +

5 cos 5π
38

361 sin π
19
t− 84

361 +
cos2 π

19 + cos π
19 sin 5π

38 + sin2 5π
38

361 sin2 π
19

≤ 0.

As f7 is non positive on the interval [−1, 1], which contains the domains of β7,1 and
β7,3, we deduce that these two curves lie entirely below

_

C2C3.
We then have

|β7,2(t)− 1
2 |

2 ≤ 1
4 ⇐⇒ f8(cos t) :=

5 cos 5π
38

361 sin π
19

cos t− 84
361 +

cos2 5π
38

361 sin2 π
19
≤ 0.

Since f8 is non positive on [−1, 1], it follows that f8(cos t) is non positive for all t,
which shows that β7,2 lies below

_

C2C3.
Finally, as previously noticed, since β13,1 is a line segment, it suffices to show that its
extremities lies below

_

C2C3 by concavity. We compute: |z13 − 1
2 |

2 ≈ 0.244 < 1
4 and

|w13− 1
2 | ≈ 0.1 < 1

4 . Thus
_

C2C3 lies above β13,1, and as <(w13) ≈ 0.502 > 1
2 = <(C3),

we deduce that
_

C2C3 is included in M19.

This ends the proof of Lemma 12.
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